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Yoshihara Maya

Maya is the Player Character played by Master9147 (YIM-master9147) and appeared in the YSS Senbu
plot.

Yoshihara Maya

Species: NH-29 Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female

Age: 1
Family (or Creators): Ketsurui Zaibatsu

ID Number: KZ-NH29-300701-839147
Zodiac Sign: Pisces
Blood Type: O

Height: 162cm (5'4 feet)
Weight: 48kgs (107 pounds)
Bra Size: 36C

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Rank: Ittô Hei (Soldier First Class)

Occupation: Infantry/Pilot
Current Placement: YSS Senbu

Commanding Officer: Shosa Shizuka Endo
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 162cm / 5'4 feet Mass: 48kgs / 107lbs Measurements: 88-61-87 / 35-24-87 Bra Size: 36C

Build and Skin Colour: Maya has a slender well formed body that is typical of her kind however the
tough physical training regiment during basic has given her a slightly noticeable light muscular build then
normal. Her skin is also very light due to being stuck in a space station waiting for assignment and can
be described as a “pale beauty”.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Maya has a unique appearance as she boasts many Asian facial
features, such as the shape of her face and eyes, while possessing typically Caucasian features in her
nose and bright green eyes but changes color into blood red when she gets into a frenzy.

Hair Colour and Style: Maya has fair yellow blond hair with blue highlights that she usually keeps in
long braided dreadlocks to match her personality and lifestyle. Maya tries to take good care of her hair
with the most expensive shampoo and conditioner she can afford. Maya hopes she'll never need to get a
hair cut unless military regulations forbid it.

Distinguishing Features: Always wearing her signature Emrys Uno Sunglasses. Always wearing a pair
of fingerless gloves, Her unusual choice of hairstyle (long braided dreadlocks) tends to make her stand
out in the crowd that she she sometimes wears with a bandanna. Has a habit of decorating her hair with
souvenirs she collected from her adventures. Sports enlarged canine teeth; at least one fang will be
visible at all times, even when her mouth is closed. Cat like ears where normal human ear would be.
Genetic tattoo / bar-code (KZ-NH29-300701-839147) on left upper back and left breast with manufacturer
info, date of creation,and identification number.(typical NH-29 feature) Standard SPINE interface
surrounding upper part of her backbone. Has a genetic skull and crossbones tattoo on her right arm after
it got replaced as a reminder of what happened. Genetic tattoo of the "Hinomaru" logo on her left arm as
a reminder of where her loyalties lie. Has a genetic lower back tattoo that says “Banzai!” in Japanese
calligraphy as her personal battle cry. Genetic tattoo on her stomach to the right of her navel that says
“Angel of Death” written up and down in small Japanese calligraphy. Gave herself several piercings of
hoop rings in both catlike ears of 3 or 4 each and has one navel ring. Hands have only 3 fingers and a
thumb. Feet only have 4 toes but no toenails.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Having just been “born” Maya is excited at this new existence that has brought her to this
galaxy trying to learn as much as possible. Maya is kind, curious, and optimistic about her future. Views
Yamataians as parental figures and other nekos as her sisters and views the Star Army of Yamatai as one
big family that has accepted her. Maya hopes that as she learns and experiences more her true
personality will finally emerge. So far she has developed quite a temper and a preference for overkill, and
has become very demanding of her subordinates. She is also prone to behaving erratically, such as an
incident where she shoots and kills a suspected terrorist instead of capturing him as ordered during
training. Such behavior may be related to her strong reliance on instinct and intuition when on the job.
She also has a laid back attitude on life in general and prefers to live in the moment but sometimes this
mindset can lead her into trouble from acts of clumsiness to things just not going the way they should.
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These characteristics tends makes Maya a likable if somewhat strange and weird character. Maya is very
proud of herself and absolutely sure of her abilities to take on anything anyone can throw at her and
takes it personally when anyone questions her competence which can sometimes lead to violence. She
also has a habit of speaking her mind about others and making lewd, smart-ass, or just plain funny
comments about anything or anyone. Lately Maya has also been refusing to conform to certain
Yamataian cultural and social norms when it comes to dress and behavior but does not reject and
embraces Yamataian values.

Likes: Reading, Drawing, Music, Dance, Swimming, Art, Video Games, Anime, Junk Food, Milk, Guns,
Warships, Big Guns , Holiday Events, Parties, Sex, Kill Joys, Blowing Stuff Up, Sharpshooting, Strength
Training, Drinking, Gambling Dislikes: Dirty Old Men, Tentacles, SPAM, Disloyaty, Losing at Video
Games, Gun Control, Math, War Mongers, Elysians, SMX, The UOC Traitors, Bossy Types Goals: To serve
and please her commanding officers, fellow nekos and to further the interests of the Star Army and
Yamatai Star Empire. Try to archive an officers commission and hopes to become a part-time professional
gamer.

History

Pre-RP

Maya was created from the latest batch (Batch 83) of NH-29 series Nekos where for the last two months
she and her sisters were programmed and trained to be soldiers at Educational Facility 1 on Yamatai
(Planet). Curious as ever, one night Maya was able to sneak away from the neko training barracks to
explore the base she was in. As she was exploring she accidentally stumbled into a break room reserved
for Yamataian IT military personnel who were in the middle of there annual LAN party. A now scared neko
wondering the halls of a classified military base surprised the IT personnel but instead of reporting this to
there superiors they decided to secretly take the scared neko in on there off hours. So for the next few
weeks the IT's would satisfy Maya's urge for knowledge and stories of the outside, she also developed an
addiction for playing video games during the LAN parties. When Maya's training was complete she said
her goodbyes to her new friends as they saw her off where she will be going to a military star base to
complete her indoctrination and hopes to have her first assignment on a starship. Instead however she
was sent to Fort Ready on Nataria for further training.

Service Record

Fort Ready, Nataria YE30

Assignment: Star Army Accelerated Training Program

Mission: After being created by Ketsurui Zaibatsu, Maya was selected to undergo the Star Army
Accelerated Training Program at Fort Ready on Nataria. She unenthusiastically first arrived during the
year YE30 and was to join Class 3 of the SAATP however, during the bus trip to the actual base itself, the
bus she was riding on had somehow swerved off the road and crashed into a clearing. Miraculously,
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everyone aboard the bus managed to survive with only a few cuts and bruises including Maya. The
instructors left the recruits to there own devices while they left to bring back help. Night came quickly
and while waiting for help, Maya and fellow recruits Yumiko Madoka and Kazuma Aomori along with a few
others were chatting about there current situation around a fire when all of a sudden, a Mishhu appeared
and killed several recruits, forcing the unarmed and helpless recruits to flee into the night and try to
reach Ft Ready on foot with the Mishhu behind them. Kazuma tried to hold off the Mishhu but was quickly
killed, buying Maya the time to at least save Yumiko and another recruit by the name of Kuriko. With
Yumiko and Kuriko in tow and another recruit named Satomi Inora following close by, Maya was able to
lead the small group of survivors to the safety of Ft. Ready's confines but was surprised to see the other
“dead” recruits waiting for them there including Kazuma. A debriefing revealed that the bus crash was
staged and the Mishhu attack was actually a massive simulation set up with volumetric projectors placed
strategically in the forest, as a means of testing initial skills and resolve. Maya didn't appreciate the fact
that the moment she first arrived, they almost had her killed on two separate occasions and the
experience left her bitter towards her instructors throughout the rest of the entire training period. Soon
during the closing hours of that day, Maya met a self-conscious recruit named Paxton Drayson in the
showers who was quite shy around people. On the next day following a morning of exercise drills, Maya
had to run around half-naked due to not having a spare set of clothes and her previous outfit completely
tattered during the fake Mishhu attack. Later during the breakfast period at the mess hall, it was here
where she first met fellow recruit Hotaru Yamamoto and would quickly become good friends. Soon after
being issued uniforms and other standard issue gear, all the recruits were soon being trained in the arts
of hand to hand combat.

Hotaru volunteered to be Maya's sparring partner and during there first match together, Maya was in a
blind frenzy trying to beat Hotaru by any means necessary and Hotaru took advantage of the situation by
giving Maya a surprise attack when she was caught off guard and gave Hotaru the upper hand in the
match effectively winning and forcing Maya to spend a little time in a hemosynthetic tank for healing.
After she recovered, all the recruits were then instructed on how to operate the recently adopted Type 30
Surface Terrain Vehicle and to drive them to power armor bay the for the next phase of there training.
Hotaru took the lead in commandeering one of the STVs in an unofficial race between the recruits with
Maya shortly joining her. In the end, both Maya and Hotaru were able to win the race, leaving Kazuma
and few other recruits high and dry into a nearby river. At the PA bay, all the recruits were then trained in
the use of the Daisy Combat Power Armor and to fight a mock battle against each other. Maya was
selected to lead one the teams designated Nova squad with Hotaru and two other recruits while facing
off against Satomi who was leading Kaze squad along with Kazuma and two other recruits. The battle
went as expected with Nova trying to flank Kaze's positron from two different angles for a surprise attack
but were caught off guard and a fire fight between the two squads ensued. Hotaru had to been giving an
emergency evacuation early in the fight after being wounded but Maya was able to sneak up on Kazuma
and take him out from behind but a surprise attack by Satomi caught Maya by surprise and critically
injuring Maya to the ground. In a last ditch effort, the injured Maya grabbed Satomi by the leg and ignited
her Daisie's jumpjets, sending them both crashing into anything in there path and finally forcing Maya to
black out but seriously injuring Satomi in the process. However in the end. The injured Satomi managed
to defeat the rest of Nova Squad, effectively winning the battle. After spending some time in the
infirmary to recover from her injuries, Maya and the rest of the recruits returned to their barracks and
were giving the rest of the day and tomorrow off for some badly needed R&R. Following the day after the
rest of there R&R leave, Maya and the rest of the recruits were to pack there bags to await transfer to the
YSS Takemitsu, a Type 29 refitted Irim-class Gunship, assigned to Fort Ready for the purpose of training
new recruits in starship operations.
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YSS Takemitsu (YS-870501) YE30

Assignment: Star Army Accelerated Training Program

Mission: After arriving aboard the Takemitsu, Maya was placed under the supervision of Taii Koyame
Erika along with Hotaru, Kazuma, and Satomi for there starship operations training. However, just as the
Takemitsu was about to get underway, a surprise attack suspected to be caused by recently split United
Outer Colonies Peacekeeper forces destroyed the shipyards and housing facilities in orbit around Nataria
caused by two sabotaged Kyoto-class Carriers that self-destructed in orbit causing a massive subspace
shockwave that destroyed everything in its path. The Takemitsu was able to outrun the subspace
shockwave and execute an emergency jump to Yamatai but the shockwave was able to catch up and
envelop the ship the moment she made the jump to light speed, causing critical damage on all decks and
systems including disabling her engines and leaving her stranded somewhere between Yamatai and
Nataria. As the crew were recovering from the attack, a distress call was issued on all emergency
channels and Maya and the rest of the recruits were pressed into repair teams with the rest of the crew
and begun to initiate emergency repairs throughout the Takemitsu. Soon however, the YSS Senbu, an
Anri-Class Deep-Space Repair Vessel, answered the Takemitsu's distress call and arrived to lend aid. The
entire Takemitsu's crew was then transfered to the Senbu while the Senbu began repairs to the the ship
when suddenly a cloaked Vampire-class patrol craft pirate ship hiding inside a nearby debris field
launched a surprise attack on both ships ny deploying small wings of Nepleslian AIR-class Power Armors.
The Senbu went immediately to red alert and deployed its Mindy and some Daisy wings to repel the
attackers including the Senbu's newly created “Pride” wing. Maya was one of the few Takemitsu trainees
that was ordered to join the battle and she was more then happy to comply. Donning her first Mindy
armor, Maya join the battle and engaged a one particular black and white AIR armed with two aether
beam rifles and headed straight for it at full speed with guns ablazing. So far the AIR just dodged her
attacks and destroyed most of her drones so Maya then fled to the nearby debris field and tried to get
the AIR to follow her so she could launch an ambush. However, just as she was hiding, some unknown
opponent managed to blast her in the back and completely destroying her Mindy's teleport unit and most
of the armor but still had weapons and propulsion. In a fit of rage, the proud Maya saw the B&W AIR
suddenly making a run for it and soon she gave chase despite her armor's current condition.

The AIR lead Maya on a chase threw the debris field and into its source, another ruined Irim-class gunship
derelict just like the Takemitsu and they both headed on in. While inside chasing her prey, Maya received
orders from a Nito Heisho Kail Tarrim to return to base so that she would take over the pursuit. Hearing
this, the proud Maya blatantly refused the order and continued the chase over Kail's objections, it was a
decision that would nearly cost her her life. As Maya was gaining on the AIR to the other side of the ruin
ship, the vampire pirate ship appeared in front of her and received a transmission from the Senbu that
they were detecting massive Aether spikes going into overload threw out the ruin ship and was about to
explode. Realizing this, Maya made a U-turn and issued a area wide communication for all units to fall
back as far away as possible from the exploding ship. Soon Maya was trying to outrun an Aether fireball
behind her but was not fast enough and was soon enveloped in the explosion. In the aftermath of the
battle, the pirates managed to get away with whatever they were doing and Takemitsu and the Senbu
suffered no damage. During the search and rescue operation, Santo-Hei Shifuda Kuriko detected faint life
signs and discovered them as belonging to Maya and Kail. They were both sent to the Senbu med bay for
regeneration with Maya losing her right arm and Kail losing just about everything else except her head.
After they recovered, Maya soon learned that it was Kail who bore the brunt of the explosion while trying
to protect Maya from it and her recklessness, Kail soon developed an antipathy for Maya that the proud
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Maya soon returned in kind but kept it to herself. During a debriefing Maya was awarded the Tomoyo
Kikyô Award but no one was very pleased with her actions especially the Senbu CO, Shosa Shizuka Endo.
After the pleasantries were over, Maya returned to the repaired Takemitsu and both ships departed. The
next day, a red alert was sounded that awoke Maya from her sleep, the MEGAMI on board informed her
that the self-destruct had bean initiated and all personnel were to evacuate. Maya. relying on her instinct
as usual, figured it was just another damn test and ran for the bridge to put an end to it. When she got
there, she found Kazuma there armed and accessing classified information. Getting the drop on him,
Maya incapacitated Kazuma and at gunpoint, he shut down the self-destruct. Soon she was joined by
others pointing their weapons at him and her, not knowing what's going on when another clone of
Kazuma walked in. Just as Maya was about to pull the trigger on both Kazumas, the real Kazuma jumped
Maya then shot the clone who turn out to be a sprite. The sprite explain that this was a test and was to
be the final one and that everyone passed. Before Maya and Kazuma departed, Maya got the better of
Kazuma when no one was looking and told him that the next time they meet, it would not be so friendly.
Soon during a makeshift graduation ceremony in one of the PA bays, Maya was awarded the Training
Award and given a promotion to Ittô Hei and afterwords left the Takemitsu forever to one of the Hotaru-
class Star Fortresses for a few days of R&R, shopping, and body modification until her next assignment. A
few days later, Maya received orders in her mailbox to report to the YSS Senbu to bolster its crew.

YSS Senbu (NR-X1-10) YE30

Assignment: TBD

Mission: After 36 hours aboard a resupply shuttle on route to the Senbu, Maya arrived and wasn't
surprised she didn't received any kind of welcome. Maya the proceeded to see Shosa Shizuka Endo who
didn't seem pleasantly surprise to see her on her ship. After the formalities were done Maya went over to
one of the PA bays and found her fellow student Kuriko Shifuda also of class 3 and glad to know at least
someone Maya knew would be with her. Kuriko seemed to glad to see Maya and gave her a hug of death
that Maya soon gave in turn.

Skills

Communication

Maya was throughly trained to be familiar with basic radio operations and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power
armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. She is also fully fluent and bilingual in
both English and Japanese, able to speak, read and write in both languages correctly and efficiently and
can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. As a Nekovalkyrja, she also has natural skill with
telepathic communication.

Fighting
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Maya was made to be a natural born killer and underwent hand-to-hand combat training, followed up
with a rigorous training program. She is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like
conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy
pistols, energy rifles, grenades, knives, and power armor. Maya received much more training in piloting
power armors than most other Star Army soldiers. she knows the ins and outs of a power armor system
and is able to diagnose and solve minor to moderate system problems (electronic malfunctions, intake
problems), and can perform rudimentary repairs (very basic) with proper tools. She can also operate
manual hand-controlled flight systems.

Technology Operation

As required Maya was fully trained and is capable of operating any computer system that uses the
Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army starships,and is proficient in entering and/or searching for
information.

Mathematics

Although Maya hates math, she received basic mathematics training including algebra and trigonometry.
She prefers using her digital brain to figure out mathematical equations in a pinch.

Vehicles

As part of her extended training, Maya is capable of operating, maintaining, and repairing most ground
vehicles, hovercraft, shuttles and fighters currently in service in the Star Army.

Survival and Military

Maya was to be a combat soldier and was trained in the various skills needed in the field including basic
survival skills, land navigation, camouflage, basic first aid, cooking, swimming, demolitions etc.

Entertainment

Maya has a unnatural talent when it comes to playing video games. She is able play most games like The
Wizard or a professional gamer. It almost doesn't matter what kind from rpgs, first person shooters, and
hentai games she can play them all.

Inventory
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Clothing

Duty Uniform

3 Duty Uniforms
2 pairs leather boots, dark gray
1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray, with holster for service pistol

Uniform Insignia

1 Ittô Hei Rank Pin

First Expeditionary Fleet Insignia Patch on left arm of each duty uniform

YSS Senbu Starship Insignia Patch on right shoulder of each duty uniform
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Star Army of Yamatai “Star Army Hinomaru” patch on right arm of each duty uniform

Undergarments & Workout Clothes

3 Complete Exercise Uniforms
4 additional black sport bras/swimsuit top

4 black panty
8 pair of black boot Socks

Other Clothing

1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with navy blue print of various silhouettes of Star Army starships.
1 black sash for yukata
1 pair black sandals
1 black leather jacket
1 black leather catsuit
1 pair of black leather thigh-high high heeled boots
1 pair of black leather fingerless gloves
1 black cotton bandanna

Weather Gear

1 black tricorner hat, thick felt with red border
1 black overcoat, thigh length, empire waist
1 pair leather gloves, dark gray
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1 scarf, midnight blue

Weaponry and Tools

Ketsurui Zaibatsu Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30
3 BR-28E Battery Magazines (2 extra)

Star Army Communicator, Type 29 and charger
Star Army Helmet, Type 30
Star Army Flashlight, Type 30
Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard, in dark gray belt sheath
Earplugs with belt case
Field Bandage with belt case

Personal Hygiene

These items are expendable and can be reissued whenever needed.

1 Black waterproof shower kit bag with detachable shoulder strap
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 stick of deodorant
1 hairbrush, round type
1 pair nail clippers

Other Items

Wooden jewelry box with red velvet interior (for medals)
1  Tomoyo Kikyô Award Earned after nearly being killed in a massive aether explosion
and losing her right arm while defending the YSS Senbu and YSS Takemitsu from pirates.
1  Training Award Earned for completing the Star Army Accelerated Training Program
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Electronic Money Card (New characters start with 3000 KS)
Emrys Uno Sunglasses
Personal Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 29

Finances

Maya is currently a Ittô Hei (Soldier First Class) in the Star Army of Yamatai. She receives a weekly salary
of 100 KS per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS 0 Starting Funds
2350 KS 650 Uno Sunglasses
3350 KS 1000 Loyalty Bonus

OOC Discussion
Character Data
Character Name Yoshihara Maya
Character Owner Master9147
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Ittô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment YSS Senbu
SAOY Entry Year YE 30
Orders Orders
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